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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - BEFORE
SAP SuccessFactors core product needed
complete overhaul in order to simulate the new
UX for all SAP products (named “SAP Fiori”).
This meant updating visual design & branding,
interaction design, information design, & frontend technology.
Global header needed updating because it
displayed in an old style, while the page
contents below displayed in an even older style.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - CURRENT
Visual design updated to match SAP Fiori UX
(with “Blue Crystal” theme).
Page layout updated to match the “SAP Fiori
Object Page”, which then becomes standard
across the suite.
UI patterns such as Progressive Disclosure &
Details on Demand used to reduce clutter.
Information design updated so that the most
important information is emphasized.
Updated interaction design make tasks easier to
complete.

HTML Prototype:
http://v1fwwx.axshare.com/rating-record.html
Password: sfux
(Best viewed at 1440px browser resolution)

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - DETAILS
Page header uses a different background
color than page to make it more distinct
Employee photo added to Employee Reviews
(this becomes a standard across the suite)
Anchor navigation added to allow users
to jump directly to sections below
Route Map design updated to match
SAP Fiori visual design standards

Sections that aren't used frequently placed
in collapsable panels to save space
Header pinned to top of browser and when
page scrolls collapses to a shorter version
Navigation label is highlighted when the
user scrolls to the target section

Information design improved by “chunking”
Typography improved: Goal titles are more
prominent than secondary information
Ratings positioned on same horizontal line,
making it easier to compare results
Comment area visible (user tests showed
people had trouble knowing where to
leave comments in earlier versions)
Supplemental goal information placed in tabs
below the ratings, saving space vertically

When users click in the comments field, it
grows and becomes a rich text editor

GOALS MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - BEFORE
SAP SuccessFactors core product needed complete
overhaul in order to simulate the UX for all new SAP
products (named “SAP Fiori”).
This meant updating visual design & branding, interaction
design, information design, & front-end technology.
Global header needed updating because it displayed in an
old style, while the page contents below displayed in an
even older style.

GOALS MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - CURRENT
Visual design updated to mach SAP Fiori UX (with
“Blue Crystal” theme).
Page layout updated to match the “SAP Fiori
Object Page”, which is then used as a standard
across the suite.
UI patterns such as Progressive Disclosure & Details
on Demand used to reduce clutter.
Information design updated so that the most
important information is emphasized.
Updated interaction design make tasks easier
to complete.

HTML Prototype:
http://sycqvo.axshare.com/
Password: sfux
(Best viewed at 1440px browser resolution)

GOALS MANAGEMENT REDESIGN - DETAILS
Page header uses a different background
color than page to make it more distinct

Anchor navigation added to allow users
to jump directly to sections below
Route Map design updated to match
SAP Fiori visual design standards

Sections that aren't used frequently placed
in collapsable panels to save space

Information design improved by “chunking”
Typography improved: Goal titles are more
prominent than secondary information
Goal alignment items include employee
photos to help identify sources
Data about the goal is presented in a more
appealing way, as graphics or visualizations

Entire sections can be collapsed or
expanded to reduce clutter

“More details” displays in tabs below the main
goal description, saving vertical space
“Alert” items often reached 20-30 and wasted
vertical real estate, so a “Show More” “Show Less” control was used
(Details on Demand)
Tabs organized the supplemental
information logically

UI Component called the “People Picker”
added to the header area. The grey box with
the employee’s name is a selector control that
drops a menu containing a list of employees.
This allows a manager to call up other
employee’s Goal Plans by simply selecting
from the list or performing a search for
an employee from a larger pool.

Another useful tool is added called the
Employee Quick Card. This displays when the
photo is clicked. The cards contain important
information about employees, including
contact information, data about their teams
and a list of actions that can be taken
related to various HR processes.

GOALS MANAGEMENT FUTURE REDESIGN
Visual design updated to match latest
SAP Fiori UX (version 2.0 with “Belize”
theme).
Page layout updated to “SAP Fiori
Flexible Floorplan”, which allows
multiple layouts to be viewed on the
same page.
New UI patterns used to dramatically
reduce clutter & improve task
completion.

HTML Prototype:
http://1i5be1.axshare.com/
Password: sfux
(best viewed at 1440px resolution)

GOALS MANAGEMENT FUTURE REDESIGN - DETAILS
Page template changed to the “SAP
Fiori 2.0 Flexible Floorplan”, which
allows multiple layouts to be viewed on
the same page.
This means that important information
and data about an employee’s Goal
Plan can be accessed and interacted
with in a much better way. In earlier
versions, a user had to leave the Goal
Plan and navigate to a different module
(product) or open multiple modal
windows on top of each other in order
to perform actions such as editing a
goal or just viewing detailed
information.
Instead, the page allows to user to
toggle different areas of a three column
grid in order to make a certain area the
primary work space.

GOALS MANAGEMENT FUTURE REDESIGN - DETAILS
New UI patterns used that help the
user being able to select controls and
menus that might otherwise be lost
when views are changed in the Flexible
Layout.

GOALS MANAGEMENT FUTURE REDESIGN - DETAILS
An “Analytics On Call” panel displays
when the user clicks an icon control in
the header area. This includes useful
data visualizations based on the
content presented by different views.

GOALS MANAGEMENT FUTURE REDESIGN - DETAILS
An “Employee Quick Card” displays
when the user clicks the Employee
photo. The cards contain important
information about employees,
including contact information, data
about their teams and a list of actions
that can be taken related to various
HR processes.
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